This paper presents a new way of measuring complexity in variable-size-chromosome-based evolutionary algorithms. Dealing with complexity is particularly useful when considering bloat in Genetic Programming. Instead of analyzing size growth, we focus on the time required for individuals' fitness evaluations, which correlates with size. This way, we consider time and space as two sides of a single coin when devising a more natural method for fighting bloat. We thus view the problem from a perspective that departs from traditional methods applied in Genetic Programming. We have analyzed first the behavior of individuals across generations, taking into account their fitness evaluation times, thus providing clues about the general practice of the evolutionary process when modern parallel and distributed computers are used to run the algorithm. This new perspective allows us to understand that new methods for bloat control can be derived. Moreover, we develop from this framework a first proposal to show the usefulness of the idea: to group individuals in classes according to computing time required for evaluation, automatically accomplished by parallel and distributed systems without any change in the underlying algorithm, when they are only allowed to breed within their classes. Experimental data confirms the strength of the approach: using computing time as a measure of individuals' complexity allows control of the natural size growth of genetic programming individuals while preserving the quality of solutions in both the parallel and sequential versions of the algorithm.
between an individual's size and its evaluation time, the latter also depends on the underlying hardware infrastructure that is used to carry out the evaluation. In this paper, we explore the connection with parallel and distributed model architectures. Although island models have been analyzed before in this context ( [6] , [7] ), these previous approaches relied more on the spatial structure of the models, while in this work we are more interested in the standard GP algorithm, whether implemented sequentially or in parallel.
By analyzing the intrinsic behavior of the algorithm, we show the space-time connection (correlation between individual size and evaluation time) in the bloat phenomenon [8] . We also show how this new relationship could benefit EAs with chromosomes of variable size, enabling the development of new kinds of bloat-control mechanisms that can naturally benefit from the underlying parallel processors that are present in modern computer systems, including handheld devices, desktop systems, and large computer systems.
Based on this space-time connection, we have devised new ways of naturally controlling the bloat problem: we analyze the bloat phenomenon using time (execution time) instead of space (memory consumption), although both are measures of a single entity: the time-space behavior of individuals. We resort to the space-time continuum as a metaphor providing a new source of inspiration and thus try to provide a new way of analyzing and fighting bloat. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first conceptualization of such an approach (description and application), and the results we show demonstrate the usefulness of the idea, both in sequential and embarrassingly parallel versions of the algorithm, which opens up new possibilities in other parallel and distributed versions of GP.
B. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this work are (1) the idea of properly establishing a relationship between an individual's size and evaluation time, showing the advantages of using evaluation time when analyzing individuals' complexity. Also, (2) we show that the approach leads to a new kind of straightforward bloat control mechanism, and (3) we present the first such implementation based on fitness evaluation time, tested in both sequential and parallel executions of the algorithm. Although many possibilities arise from the new perspective, this first method shows the usefulness of the approach, paving the way towards a new class of bloat control mechanisms.
We organize the paper as follows: In Section II we describe some GP-associated considerations that gave rise to the ideas developed later. Section III reviews previous approaches for fighting bloat, and the main features of parallel models that may be taken into account when analyzing this problem. Then, Section IV describes how load-balancing techniques could be of interest in this context. Section V presents our proposal, while Section VI shows the experiments performed and the results obtained. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VIII.
II. THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF GP IN TIME AND SPACE
Before describing the idea that motivates our work, we need to define some ideas in a proper context so we can better convey the key concepts. GP is said to be a machine learning model that explores the search space of possible programs that solve a given problem, [1] . Usually, in computer science, problems are classified according to a complexity class, which is associated with an algorithm that attempts to solve the problem. Programmers implement the proposed algorithm through a language that is the formal realization of a problem. When we want to reason theoretically about a problem, we often examine the corresponding language. In particular, the technique of GP builds computer programs, algorithms, automatically written in a domain-specific language suitable to the studied problem. Therefore, the system automatically applies an encoding w of an input y to the problem X , and the answer is the solution (program) to (attempt to) solve that problem. An algorithm is a stepby-step way to solve a problem. GP creates many different candidate algorithms for solving a particular problem through a generate-and-test strategy that builds a formal analog of an algorithm-a machine working with a given language.
Computational complexity refers to the theory that formalizes the difficulty of achieving a solution to a problem. Whatever the algorithm used, the programmer describes the solution in terms of how many resources the best algorithm requires to address the problem. Indeed, the running time may, in general, depend on the instance. In particular, large instances typically require more time to solve. Thus, programmers calculate the time required to solve problems (or the space required, or any other measure of complexity) as a function of the size of the instance. This is usually taken to be a function on the size of the input in bits. Complexity theory is interested in how algorithms scale with an increase in the input size. The evolutionary computation community has adopted this way of seeing computational complexity in genetic programming: explicitly, the community bases the study of bloat and the proposals to control it on regulating the size of the individuals, [3] , [9] - [11] . In other words, programmers express the time taken as a function of size, and the idea is to create mechanisms that manage the size of individuals to reduce bloat.
As we have explained, the reasoning for measuring bloat through the size of individuals has historical and mathematical foundations. We offer here a fresh perspective to study bloat through running time in the machine. Time is an abstract concept that allows humans to organize temporal events mentally. This view offers new ways of looking at bloat. For our purposes, time is associated with the resources, functions, and terminals that are necessary to complete the task/program. Before describing the details, we review first the bloat-associated literature, to better understand the novelty of the approach.
III. THE BLOAT PHENOMENON
Even in his seminal publication [1] , Koza already provided some hints on how to fight this undesirable phenomenon that frequently makes the algorithm run out of memory or consume so much computing time that the discovery of useful solutions is hampered. Koza proposed that the employment of size-related penalty values be combined with standard fitness functions, and that a maximum depth limit be established so that trees cannot continue growing without restrictions. Programmers established depth and size limits as de-facto techniques and combined them with any other new proposal.
The bloat problem has been addressed frequently in the GP literature since then. Although we do not provide an exhaustive review of the topic (some reviews of the literature are available for interested readers, such as [10] , [12] ), we refer to several studies analyzing the reasons for bloating, like [2] , hitchhiking exposed in [13] , defense against crossover by [14] , removal bias explained in [9] , fitness as the primary source for bloat introduced in [5], depth correlation theory by [15] , crossover bias detailed in [16] , an so on.
Among the first techniques proposed, as described above, when referring to [1] , penalties associated with fitness functions were the first countermeasures. Soon researchers devised more sophisticated approaches, such as establishing dynamic depth or size limits for individuals [12] , but also variable population sizes were indirectly applied to globally control the total number of nodes to be managed ( [17] , [18] ). Also, multiobjective approaches, where two objectives are simultaneously considered, such as (i) fitness value and (ii) individual's size, have been applied to control bloat, [19] .
Other techniques are available that take into account individual sizes and shapes ( [20] , [21] ). However, we want to focus on an alternative method called the waiting room approach, introduced by [22] . The idea is for individuals to add a pre-birth phase to all newly created individuals. Children must wait for some time proportional to their size before they are allowed to enter the population and compete. Although the authors conceded that the idea was associated with the relationship between individual sizes and evaluation times, they maintained the emphasis on the size-control mechanism and hence did not elaborate on the time concept, nor did they take into account the possibilities associated with parallel and distributed infrastructures available, given their influence on evaluation time when individuals migrate to available processors. Thus, they relied on the total number of nodes individuals feature, similarly to all other methods, although using a somewhat different approach.
We must also mention some work that took initial inspiration from operator equalization presented in [23] , aimed at controlling the distribution of program sizes at each generation, defining a specific shape for the distribution. Some of the best results were achieved by using a uniform or even distribution [24] , and also by applying speciation, fitness sharing or elitism, see [4] . However, again, difficulties arise related to effectively applying the method-for example, in how to control the distribution shape without changing the search problem? Also, how should the method efficiently account for individuals' sizes and shapes?
As described before, many size-related approaches to bloat control in GP have already been proposed and applied. Here we explore a deeper analysis of computing times that sheds light on the problem, in contrast to the standard approach of directly controlling individuals' sizes. In particular, we explore the relationship between size and evaluation time, not only in the standard (sequential) approach, but also when using parallel and distributed systems. The aim is not only to save computing time but also to address the bloat phenomenon more naturally.
A. PARALLEL MODELS AND THE BLOAT PHENOMENON
Some authors have already considered the intrinsic features of parallel models that they use when hard problems are faced. Notably, the island model, one of the best known parallel models, has already been studied from the perspective of the bloat phenomenon, as we review below.
When GP deals with real-world problems, researchers have quickly noticed that parallel and distributed systems are frequently the only feasible approach for finding solutions in a reasonable time. Several systems rely on spatial structures [25] , such as the island [26] and cellular models [27] , while others resort to the embarrassingly parallel one. The advantages of every model are well known, and two sources of improvement have been described: on the one hand, the speed gained from the parallel architecture running the algorithm, and on the other hand, the spatial distribution of individuals [25] . In other words, breeders are not well mixed, which helps to promote diversity [28] , thus allowing researchers to find better solutions in fewer evaluations.
This observation is applicable in general to EAs [29] but also to GP [25] . Moreover, the employment of variable-size chromosomes in the latter introduces some differences that have already been analyzed: in particular, when the model is connected with the bloat phenomenon, an interesting relationship between spatial structure and the bloat phenomenon has been found.
In a series of papers, a method based on the island model offers some possibilities for fighting bloat ( [6] , [30] , [31] ), and this methodology has led to a new proposal by [7] considering the spatial distribution of islands in GP. The connection between the dynamics of some parallel models for GP and the bloat phenomenon, as explored there, proved to be mainly due to spatial structure, which relies on islands of individuals. Nevertheless, there is still a second source of possible improvement in parallel EAs, as we described above: the number of computing resources employed to run the algorithm, which has not been studied yet from its influence on the algorithm's bloating behavior. Even when we select the simplest embarrassingly parallel model for running a GP experiment, a load balancing technique must decide how to distribute individuals among the available computing resources, and this may also influence the bloat phenomenon, as we show below.
IV. LOAD-BALANCING AND PARALLEL GP
Among the above-mentioned parallel models, the only one that does not change an algorithm's behavior is the embarrassingly parallel model. All of the algorithm's steps are performed as in the sequential version, and the only change is introduced in the most expensive part of the algorithm: the fitness evaluation step. Thus, instead of each individual being sequentially evaluated in the population, they are distributed among the available processors, which compute fitness values in parallel.
Although a simple approach, this is probably the most widely employed model, usually allowing researchers to use large population sizes. Given that a large number of individuals interact across the available processors, which are typically smaller in number than the population size, some load-balancing mechanism must be applied. This mechanism is in charge of sending individuals to idle processors, and might also provide new hidden properties: sometimes, a more in-depth analysis of the new version of the algorithm allows us to discover some properties unnoticed before. We are here interested in both the parallel model itself and the load-balancing technique that can be used and considered as the basis for a new proposal that we describe and analyze below.
A. LOAD-BALANCING TECHNIQUES
Scheduling and load-balancing are very active areas of research in parallel and distributed computing. They aim to distribute tasks among multiple computing resources accurately while reducing makespan. Scheduling algorithms, also called load-balancing methods, aim to determine how to distribute workloads most effectively. It can be done statically, so that assignments never change for given tasks, or dynamically, so the load-balancing method can migrate tasks when processors become idle while others are busy. Frequently, information about task size is not available at execution time, so decisions to be taken by the load-balancing algorithm are not easy. As we explain next, this may be the case in genetic programming, in which individual sizes and complexities of programs evolved are variable. Interested readers can find a taxonomy of load-balancing methods in [32] , while [33] presents a comparison of different strategies.
Load-balancing has also been a topic of interest for researchers in parallel EAs. Moreover, researchers have frequently employed EAs as a tool for finding better load-balancing methods and scheduling policies in parallel and distributed systems (see, for instance, [34] - [37] ). Although GAs are more prevalent in the area, other members of the family, such as evolution strategies, have also been applied [38] ; similarly, static methods predominate, but dynamic load-balancing has also been studied from the EA standpoint [39] . Here we are not interested in how to improve a given load-balancing mechanism for application to general problem-solving in parallel and distributed systems. Still, we are interested in the role that load-balancing techniques play within parallel-EAs, and more specifically, in parallel-GP when addressing the bloat problem.
Researchers have considered load balancing techniques as an implicit component of parallel versions of genetic programming. Since the nineties, static load-balancing mechanisms-the ones we consider here-have been applied within parallel versions of GP, when facing hard, real-world problems. For instance, in [40] , the authors describe a parallel version of GP that considers the complexity of individuals as the basis for establishing the load-balancing policy. Given the function set employed there, made up of arithmetic operations, their method orders the population according to individual sizes, and then enters a loop that looks for idle processors, which receive an individual from the list until the whole list is completed. Although those authors were aware of the importance of load-balancing techniques, they did not call out the relationship that may exist with the evolution of individuals' size, which is what we aim to exploit here.
Few papers since then have studied the importance of load-balancing techniques in GP. We may refer to [41] , where authors tested several methods. Nonetheless, the authors did not present a specific study on their work's relationship with the bloat phenomenon. In any case, we describe some of the main features that are involved in load-balancing approaches for GP.
B. THE STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY OF GP INDIVIDUALS
When any load-balancing technique is to be employed, a prediction of computing time for the task must be applied, so that the method can properly decide when to launch the task. In GP, an essential feature of GP individuals is their structural complexity [42] . This value is typically computed with the number of nodes, as in the case of evaluating either computing effort [43] or lexicographic complexity [44] . Both are approximate estimates of the real value required-in other words, the evaluation time of the individuals' fitness function.
Nevertheless, we can adopt a different point of view, as we do in the approach we present below: given that we estimate the measurement of the real complexity of an individual through the individual evaluation, we can partially characterize individuals using that computing time, so that we can employ it in future decisions. Although that value is not available when the load-balancing mechanism must decide when to launch the evaluation of a new individual; nevertheless, it is available after the individual's evaluation. This aspect could be useful, if not for that individual, given that it was already sent to be evaluated, then at least for its children, as a value to use somehow in approximating their evaluation times.
Our approach thus takes into account an individual's computing time, as a value to decide how to distribute children among available computing resources, and ultimately, to reduce computing time while simultaneously reducing the bloat phenomenon. We thus need to keep a record of the time that each program (individual) requires during testing and use that information to create clusters of programs with similar durations that are useful for load-balancing of individuals. We use the computer's clock to give a value to the runtime of a program; this, of course, is correlated with the size of the computer program and the number of instruction cycles required to execute it. We create all clusters without regard to the fitness function. We do not measure the size of the individuals directly, nor use any information about the complexity of breeding programs other than time. We explain below all these aspects and show that we can address the bloat problem through this simple strategy without increasing the computational complexity of the algorithm.
V. METHODOLOGY
This section covers the description of the new approach we follow when fighting bloat: First, we describe the bloat control mechanism; Second, we explain the implementation of the mechanism, which runs using an available tool, [45] . Finally, we describe the methodology that has been used to perform the experiments and obtain the results.
A. THE ALGORITHM'S KEY CHANGE
This method does not use a traditional tree size or depth measure to estimate the computational complexity of an individual. Instead, it considers execution time as a measure of an individual's complexity. Although the system may never use some nodes of a tree, or it may traverse some nodes several times when loops are allowed within the program trees, there is still a correlation between program size and running time that can be exploited to prevent bloat in GP, and this is the crucial idea developed below-the connection between time and space as both sides of a single concept.
This idea can be easily applied at the times when individuals are evaluated: we have to take elapsed time during an individual's evaluation as the complexity value required. Moreover, it is reasonable to think that this method better describes an individual's complexity since it depends not only on the number of operations performed-the number of nodes traversed-but also on the nodes' complexities. Therefore, we measure time explicitly by capturing the starting and finishing time of the evaluation and calculating the difference. This idea is particularly useful when multicore or manycore computer architectures are to be employed: ideally, all of the individuals in the population could be evaluated simultaneously, and therefore, their evaluation times obtained also simultaneously.
Even though the idea of using evaluation time looks interesting, measuring this time precisely can be tricky. Ideally, evaluation time should represent the actual amount of time the task of evaluating the individual has been running on the processor-the amount of time that is also known as ''wall clock time''. Depending on the parallel architecture, the elapsed evaluation time could be influenced by any I/O operation, OS-related task or other processes not related to the evaluation-an undesired effect. This step is of particular importance in a multi-threaded process where threads can be influenced by each other. Nevertheless, we have considered that such circumstances, on average, equally influence all evaluations. If so, and taking into account that we use evaluation time only for comparison among individuals, we simplify the measurements by directly using the elapsed evaluation time as the representation of the individual's complexity.
Once the individuals' evaluation times have been obtained, and with the hypothesis that individuals of similar sizes tend to produce offspring of similar sizes, our proposed method groups individuals by computing time, always understanding it as an indirect-and more natural to compute-measure of an individual's size. We must again consider that in a parallel system with as many processors as individuals, individuals of similar sizes finish their evaluations nearly simultaneously and are ready to reproduce. Therefore, an automatic grouping mechanism naturally arises from these parallel architectures, see figures 1-4. If the number of processors in the system is small, then the load balancing mechanism, which is always in charge of distributing tasks among processors, could decide to group certain individuals together into single tasks, and may thus group them according to the ending time of individuals' evaluations.
After grouping, we perform selection and breeding phases within each group, so only individuals of similar size-time are allowed to crossover. We run grouping after all individuals have been evaluated, creating groups of the same cardinality by evenly dividing the whole population.
Our hypothesis states that individuals of similar size produce offspring of similar size. This point might not be the case if the crossover operation does not divide the individual into two similar-size parts. Indeed, crossover often produces small and large individuals whose sizes do not follow our hypothesis. Nevertheless, if we consider a random division of individuals, we expect a central tendency which results in a size between those both parents. Some readers may see this aspect as a weak point of our offspring-size prediction, which could be improved in a future version. However, generally speaking, we expect that offspring have program sizes that range similarly in comparison with their runtimes, as we show in the experiments.
B. IMPLEMENTATION
We took inspiration from the above-described mechanism by which parallel computer systems run population-based algorithms. Therefore, when designing a specific bloat control mechanism for GP that uses the new time-based perspective, the parallel version of the algorithms, in particular, multithread-based models, has been initially chosen, which are available today in some of the most popular EA tools. Thus, one thread executes all operations performed within each group. Hence, the number of threads created corresponds to the number of groups. Each thread collects its corresponding individuals and performs the selection and breeding steps. In this way, each group isolates all returning operations following a straightforward process based on evaluation time.
After the breeding phase, the mechanism takes advantage of the independence among groups of individuals contained in different threads, and it evaluates all corresponding individuals. Each group/thread contains the same number of individuals, individuals with similar execution times. As a result, the evolutionary process is considerably speeded up by parallelizing of the evaluation phase. Afterward, once all individuals of the population finish the evaluation stage, obtaining their computing times, they are sent to the corresponding thread using their computing time (size surrogate) value, so that the next breeding operations can continue.
There are many ways of implementing such a method, particularly when considering the parallel execution of the algorithm and the load balancing mechanism. However, the key idea is the change of perspective, from individuals' size to its computing time, although, indeed, the best way of proving the usefulness of the idea is to develop a first method based on it. Therefore we present a first implementation and then test whether it achieves the proposed goal: to prevent the bloat phenomenon by applying an alternative to the size-based complexity estimation measure. We believe that this approach naturally adapts to parallel environments, and it provides for future and improved developments, although the essential idea can also be demonstrated in a sequential version of the algorithm, as we study below.
1) SOFTWARE TOOL AND FURTHER DETAILS
Next, we describe a way to make the bloat method easily usable; it has been implemented based on a popular existing tool, [45] . We built such a system in modules to facilitate the replacement of any part involved in the evolutionary process. In our case, we replace the module that carries out the breeding phase with the new time-based approach. Our bloat control mechanism slightly modifies the breeding mechanism. We implement two new operations to apply the bloat control mechanism.
• GroupBreeder orchestrates the breeding phase and starts the corresponding threads.
-As the first step, the system groups individuals according to evaluation times. During their evaluations, we record elapsed time, so each individual already contains it as a new feature. Before grouping them, we sort all individuals of the population by evaluation time. -Then, the same number of individuals goes to each group, taking care of ranking before making the groups. In case individuals cannot be equally split into groups, the initial groups are filled with additional individuals. -Next, each group instantiates one thread, to which it assigns all individuals in the group. -The program starts threads and continues until all threads have finished.
• GroupBreederThread represents the threads that perform the selection, breeding, and evaluation of individuals.
-Next, the program performs a call to the module that runs selection and breeding, specifying the group to which these operations need to be applied. Here, the only change to the original implementation is to apply these operations only to individuals that correspond to the specified group-the group that corresponds to the thread. -Once selection and breeding phases have finished, evaluation of new individuals generated by this thread takes place.
Note that we have not adjusted the evaluation step. Therefore, the timings of the computations gone through by all individuals are in memory.
C. EXPERIMENTS
A set of experiments was run to observe how the bloat control mechanism affects size growth and fitness across generations of individuals. This section describes the experiments and results obtained.
All experiments described below run on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU (E5530) that offers 8 cores at 2.4 GHz and 8 GB of memory. We use default configuration parameters as setup in ECJ for each of the pre-done GP benchmark problem domains. Generations set to 50 in almost every problem, and 30 runs of each of the experiments were launched, for statistical purposes. As described above, benchmark problems from the GP literature were used with the necessary configurations already available in the ECJ toolkit: parity, ant, lawnmower, multiplexer, and regression. Regarding the proposed group-based mechanism, for which we must specify the number of groups to which individuals are distributed in every generation, we have run several experiments: 1 group, which corresponds with the standard GP algorithm, and also 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 groups.
VI. RESULTS
In this section, we discuss and show the results extracted from the experiments. For each of the studied problems, we plot average fitness and size. The proposed method uses parallel execution in all results presented here. However, we also show the results of a sequential approach in this section. Finally, plots are shown to depict the computational effort used during the evolutionary process against the fitness obtained along with generations for all groups.
A. ANT
The artificial ant problem is a more sophisticated yet classical GP problem, in which the evolved individuals have to control an artificial ant so that it can eat all the food located in a given environment. For the ant problem, we observe the average fitness of individuals in Figure 5 . Each line represents executions for runs with different numbers of groups. As can be seen, fitness is slightly degraded when the number of groups increases. In any case, the observed trend is more deeply examined below through a statistical test, trying to see if differences are statistically significant.
While looking at the average size of individuals in Figure 6 , we observe how all experiments employing more than one group provide better results than the standard one-group approach. At generation 50, 4 groups produced the best average fitnesses, with much smaller sizes than with one group.
B. LAWNMOWER
The lawnmower is a classical and basic GP problem. The goal is to find a program for a lawn mower that directs the mower over the whole lawn, so it is similar to the ant problem. For the lawnmower problem, we depict the average fitness in Figure 7 . Here, the number of groups affects fitness gradually. In any case, differences in fitness quality are small.
Nevertheless, we observe the opposite in Figure 8 , where we study size. Size is dramatically reduced in this case, reaching less than half of the size of a typical run (one group). Considering the associated fitnesses, it seems a good tradeoff.
C. MULTIPLEXER
The multiplexer problem is another extensively used GP problem. Basically, it trains a program to reproduce the behavior of an electronic multiplexer. Usually, a 3-8 multiplexer is used (3 address entries, from A 0 to A 2 , and 8 data entries, from D 0 to D 7 ), but virtually any size of multiplexer can be used. In the case of the multiplexer problem, we follow the parameters given in the example in ECJ, and we plot the average fitness in Figure 9 . Here, it is challenging to observe clear tendencies, although the 4-group runs obtained good fitness while on the other hand, fitness quality for the 128-group runs was poorer. Again the 4-group runs line is VOLUME 8, 2020 the winner in fitness with a reduced size in comparison with one-group runs. In the case of the size represented in Figure 10 , we can see a dramatic improvement in size for 2-group and 4-group runs. . These plots show the average size of 30 jobs run for 50 generations of the parity problem against the corresponding times for the case of 4 groups. We can observe that for a given time the individuals in each group have different sizes. Note how the groups (blue and yellow) align along the vertical axis and even the sparse green group presents elements aligned with the same trend. VOLUME 8, 2020 FIGURE 20. These plots show the average size of 30 jobs run for 50 generations of the parity problem against the corresponding time for the case of 128 groups. We observe that for a given time the same pattern of different individual sizes arises in the experiments. For visualization purposes, the 128 groups are divided into 8 intervals with a step size of 16, so we plot only 9 groups. However, size remains similar for 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-group runs, while for 128 groups the size is again slightly decreased.
D. PARITY
Parity is one of the classical GP problems. The goal is to find a program that produces the value of the Boolean even parity function given n independent Boolean inputs. Usually, 6 Boolean inputs are used (Parity-6), and the goal is to match the good parity bit value for each of the 2 6 = 64 possible entries. The problem can be made harder by increasing the number of inputs. In the parity problem, fitness was monotonically affected by the number of groups, as can be observed in Figure 11 . Again, taking into account the scale, the effect was quite small. In this problem, we obtain a dramatic reduction up to a third of the size as compared with a regular run (1 group), see Figure 12 . The slightly affected fitness may be acceptable, taking into account the considerable reduction in size.
E. REGRESSION

Symbolic regression is one of the best known problems in GP.
It is commonly used as a tuning problem for new algorithms, but is also widely used with real-life distributions, where other regression methods may not work. It is conceptually a simple problem, and therefore makes a good introductory example. In the regression problem, fitness is slightly affected when using 2, 4, and 8 groups. When using 16 or more groups, fitness deteriorates, as can be seen in Figure 13 .
Regarding size, as observed in Figure 14 , a very notable reduction in size comes as a result of a higher number of groups. Clearly and monotonically affected by the number of groups, size moves gradually from 80 for a regular run (1 group), to a size of 6 with 128 groups. This may provide attractive tradeoffs, particularly as regards overfitting.
F. SEQUENTIAL EXECUTION
We extracted all results presented so far from runs in which we applied parallel execution. As described before, parallel models naturally allow individuals to be grouped according to running time, when a number of them are simultaneously launched and evaluated in different processors. However, the proposed bloat control method can also be carried out without parallelization, executing it sequentially, with minimal changes-allowing individuals to be grouped according to running time-applied to the main algorithm. We must bear in mind that what we do in the sequential version is to emulate the behavior observed in the parallel model. Thus, no population structures or subpopulations are considered here, although some resemblance with structured models occurs, and probably many other possibilities may be applied to benefit from the idea studied above for parallel systems. Nevertheless, this most straightforward implementation analyzed here allows us to see how the idea works in sequential models.
Next, we present results from sequentially executed runs for some of the previous problems-in particular, for regression and parity. In the case of the regression problem, similar to what is seen in the results from parallel execution (Figures 13 and 14) , the fitness (depicted in Figure 15 ) is not strongly affected, while the individual size (shown in Figure 16 ) is notably reduced. This phenomenon is produced solely by the fact of grouping individuals by the running time surrogate for size before carrying out selection and crossover stages.
In the case of the parity problem, we observe similar behaviors. The results from parallel execution were previously plotted in Figures 11 and 12 . For this problem executed sequentially, the fitness (depicted in Figure 17 ) is significantly affected when the number of groups grows, but size is significantly reduced (as shown in Figure18).
G. CORRELATION BETWEEN AVERAGE SIZE AND TIME
In this subsection we want to show the behavior achieved while comparing average size against time for the selected GP application problem domains. Figure 19 shows the behavior of our proposed scheme when assembling the solutions in four groups on the Parity problem. We observe that solutions on average make well-defined sets with some overlap. In particular, for a given execution time, we notice high variability in program size. Nevertheless, groups with long execution times feature larger individual sizes in comparison with groups with shorter execution times. Therefore, this correlation behavior corresponds to the hypothesis shown in Figures 1 to 4 . We plot the results of the Parity problem using 128 groups. Figure 20 illustrates the effect of 9 groups taken out of 128 groups. The coefficient of correlation is high in general for all groups. Figure 21 shows similar patterns for all other test problems.
H. A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
We have seen above that differences found among experiments seem to be quite striking, particularly when size VOLUME 8, 2020 evolution is analyzed. Nevertheless, statistical analysis allows us to be more confident regarding the technique introduced in this paper.
The fair assessment of heuristic algorithms is a big concern in computational intelligence, and statistical analysis has proven to be one of the main approaches to carry out such study [46] - [51] . Recently, nonparametric statistical analysis brings researchers' attention to a method enabling the performance of a rigorous comparison among algorithms, considering independence, normality, and homoscedasticity. Such procedures perform both pairwise and multiple comparisons for multiple-problem analysis. In our case, we apply pairwise statistical procedures to perform individual comparisons between two algorithms (standard GP and time-GP). When the results of the designed algorithms for the same problem achieved the conditions expressed before, the most common test is the ANOVA. In case that the distributions are not normal, we must use a nonparametric test like Kruskal-Wallis. If the distributions are normal but do not achieve the property of homoscedasticity, the analysis required is the Welch test. The statistical tests serve the purpose of enabling comparison of the sample distributions, attending to the required conditions, to apply a suitable assessment a posteriori to contrast the results.
Tables 1-10 present a summary of the statistical tests performed to assess the comparisons between the methods tested above. All statistical tests were computed using Matlab. We have first studied data normality (Lilliefors, Kolmogorov-Smirnov) and homoscedasticity (Levene test); then, according to the results, we have applied the appropriate statistical test (Kruskal-Wallis, Welch, Anova) to determine if the differences are significant, using a p-value < 0.05. Similarly, Figure 22 shows sample graphs obtained from the statistical studies detailed in the tables. This result illustrates why the test rejects Ho (typically when size is analyzed-the results are statistically different) while in some cases it is accepted (fitness analysis for the ant and multiplexer problems-the results are not significantly different).
We can notice that when considering size-evolution differences, Tables 2, 4 , 6, 8, and 10, the statistical tests show that results are different (null hypothesis Ho is rejected), hence we can conclude that the technique introduced in this paper reached the pursued goal. The proposed technique allows individuals to keep the size under control. Moreover, in three out of five experiments we notice that fitness differences are not statistically significant (ant, lawnmower, and multiplexer problems, see Tables 1, 3 , and 5 respectively), which is our main goal (size-controlled and with fitnesses similar quality to those of regular GP). In the case that statistical tests show fitness evolution differences (parity and regression, see Tables 7 and 9 respectively), we notice that size differences are much larger than fitness differences. Also, in some specific cases, such as using 2 groups for the regression problem, fitness quality even improves. In any case, a proper comparison of computing effort and fitness attained for these experiments allow us to more clearly observe the behavior of the experiments under the new approach.
I. EFFORT VS. FITNESS
Although in Evolutionary Algorithms, the standard fitnessgeneration graphs usually allow understanding of the behavior of a given algorithm, the situation changes when we compare experiments using different population sizes, or variable-size chromosomes. Here, fitness-generation comparison is not an option, given that computing effort required to complete a generation depends on individuals and population sizes. Instead, dispersion graphs showing computing effort and fitness quality must be employed.
This situation is particularly the case for GP, where individual size differences greatly influence computing time, and therefore, performance is a crucial factor. In many cases, generalizability and overfitting are also strongly influenced by individual size differences. By plotting computing effort, the effort being the number of tree nodes evaluated up to a given generation, against the fitness attained for that specific generation, we grasp a more general idea about the efficiency of the evolutionary process, [43] . We show below some of these comparisons, selecting those experiments for which fitness differences, following a statistical analysis, have been found. Figures 23 and 24 show that for both the parity and regression problems, the selection of a proper number of groups in the experiments provides better results than the standard GP model. In the case of 2, 4, or 8 groups, the best results are achieved for the parity problem, while in the regression experiments, all groups achieve better results than the standard GP.
We also show in Figure 25 the effort-fitness comparison obtained for the lawnmower problem. Again the statistical tests provided the evidence that confirms the interest of our approach. As we can see, the standard GP approach, one group, provides the worst results again.
Summarizing, we have shown that after thorough statistical analysis, the proposed time-and-individual duration method points to new research avenues where GP could be studied to address the problem of size growth from a computing time perspective. Moreover, under the new approach, this paper introduces a first method for controlling individual sizes. Its main idea was to group individuals according to evaluation time, and it naturally allows keeping individuals' sizes under control, while fitness quality remains high. The experiments and statistical data shown here allow us to see the interest of the approach in both sequential and parallel models.
Although we have focused here on the time-size relationship as well as on the specific method implemented under this perspective, we believe that new approaches may be FIGURE 27. These plots show the average size of 30 jobs run for 30 generations of the object recognition problem against the corresponding time for the case of 4 groups. We can observe that for a given time the individuals at each group have different size. Note how the groups align along the vertical axis and present some sparsed elements aligned with the same trend. Moreover, we think that specific improvements in the method presented here for GP pave the way to attain new results when VOLUME 8, 2020 we apply these methods in parallel environments and use a more sophisticated load-balancing technique.
VII. REAL WORLD CASE: OBJECT RECOGNITION
This section presents the results of applying the idea of grouping individuals according to the computing time required for evaluation in the case of an object recognition test solved with a kind of genetic programming. The goal is to show that the correlation between execution-time and individual-size exists in real-world problems, given that this aspect is paramount to the idea and the proposed technique. The test is part of the CIFAR-10 dataset, a collection of images commonly used to train machine learning and computer vision algorithms, from which we select two classes (airplanes and dogs) to test a bioinspired algorithm, see Figure 26 . The algorithm is known as the artificial visual cortex (AVC) part of the brain programming (BP) paradigm [52] . BP is a kind of deep-learning approach where neuroscience knowledge is merged with genetic programming to synthesize artificial models of the brain [53] - [57] . In the experiments, we use one thousand images per class, and each solution has multiple trees embedded within a hierarchical structure. Hence, each evaluation requires more computational resources, i.e., between 4 and 12 trees. We adapt the BP algorithm according to the proposal presented in this article. Due to multiple trees representation, the consensus to characterize individual size was to add all nodes of each tree within the AVC structure.
We offer graphs of average size vs. time similar to section VI-G. We are thus adopting the idea of evaluation per group based-on time execution, and the results of .20GHz x 20 and 32 GiB. We report 30 experiments per group distribution. In the case of 4 groups with a total of 128 individuals, each group contains 32 AVC programs on average. As in the parity problem, we observe that for a given time, the individuals at each group have different sizes. Again solutions on average make well-defined sets with some overlap. In the case of 16 groups, we plot the effect of 8 groups observing that the correlation behavior corresponds to the hypothesis shown in Figures 1 to 4 . The coefficient of correlation is even higher for this experiment in comparison with the previous tests.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the problem of measuring complexity in variable-size chromosomes based evolutionary algorithms, presents the relationship between chromosome-size and computing time, and opens opportunities that may arise when we use the latter.
Therefore, we analyzed the problem of size growth in GP under a new perspective. Instead of using an individual's size as the measure for designing a new bloat control method, we describe how a different perspective-a new one based on computing time-can shed light on the bloating phenomenon and provide clues for a new set of countermeasures. Although size and time are both sides of a single coin, associated with computational complexity, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach that considers computing time as the measure of individual complexity in the context of GP bloating phenomenon.
Through a series of experiments on several well-known GP benchmarks, we show that indeed, the idea works, and the specific method helps to prevent bloat. We provided some clues on how to naturally apply the proposal within GP. The idea is also elaborated to show that the method is applicable both in serial and parallel computing models and that other possible-and may be better-methods may in the future be developed based on individuals' fitness evaluation times.
To demonstrate the usefulness of the approach, we present a first method based on an individual's computing timeautomatically obtained when fitness is computed-as a trait employed for characterizing and grouping individuals together in a natural way so that they can only breed within their groups. The reason for this idea is to keep computing time-and thus, indirectly, an individual's size growth-under control. Although indeed, the relationship between size and time is not direct, the method tries for the first time to use computing time to prevent bloat.
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